Strategy-Dependent Encoding of Planned Arm Movements in the Dorsal Premotor Cortex
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The kinematic strategy encoded in motor cortical areas for classic straight-line reaching is remarkably simple and consistent across subjects, despite the complicated musculoskeletal dynamics that are involved. As tasks become more challenging, however, different conscious strategies may be utilized to improve perceived behavioral performance. We discovered that additional spatial information appeared both in single neurons and in the population code of monkey dorsal premotor cortex when obstacles impeded direct reach paths. The neural correlate of movement planning varied between subjects in a manner consistent with the use of different strategies to optimize task completion. These distinct planning strategies were manifested in the timing and strength of the information contained in the neural population code.

Humans and other primates are adept at reaching for visually identified targets, an important element of the behavioral repertoire. The neural mechanisms supporting this have long been an active area of investigation. For reaching movements, the output of the motor system is a sequence of muscle activations which guide the hand appropriately through space to achieve the goal of the reach. Before movement initiation, sensory information and cognitive processes interact to form an initial movement plan. During this preparatory period, neural activity relating to the upcoming reach can be seen in a network of frontal and parietal cortical areas, including the premotor (PM) and primary motor (M1) cortices (1–4). Instructed-delay reaching tasks, an experimental paradigm in which a monkey is shown a target but must withhold movement until a “go” cue is given, allow this preparatory neural activity to be probed. Electrophysiological (5–7), imaging (8, 9), and transcranial magnetic stimulation (10) studies highlight dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) as a critical area for planning reaching movements. However, the precise relationship between neural activity in PMd and reaching behavior remains unresolved. Many PMd neurons show a sensitivity of firing rate to direction, be it the direction of arm movement (1, 6, 11, 12), an effector in visual space (13), a target location (14), visuospatial attention (15, 16), or other parameters. Unfortunately, virtually all of these factors correlate with each other under normal circumstances—the hand movement and visual movement are correlated, the target direction and movement direction are correlated, and so forth. Neural activity related to any of these parameters will thus also correlate with the others. The widely used center-out task (17), in which a subject makes hand movements in all directions from a central starting point, is particularly susceptible to this limitation. To interrogate directional tuning properties in more detail, tasks designed to decorrelate certain aspects of the behavior, such as arm movement from visual cursor movement (13, 18) or position from velocity (19), are commonly employed. We dissociated target direction from initial movement direction, allowing us to independently examine the effects of target and planned movement directions on preparatory neural activity.

To investigate the importance of target selection and motor planning in PMd and provide a framework for relating our findings to classic center-out based studies of motor cortical function, we adopted the following experimental approach: 1) train rhesus macaques to perform two reaching tasks, a standard center-out and a complex obstacle-avoidance paradigm; 2) record single-unit activity from PMd while the monkeys perform both tasks in a blocked design; 3) quantify the relationship between the firing of individual neurons and various parameters by fitting cosine tuning curves; 4) construct population decoding models from these tuning properties; 5) evaluate the performance of the models at predicting behavior by decoding the recorded neural responses.

The behavioral tasks consist of arm movements in free space within a virtual reality simulator, with hand position mapped onto a frontoparallel plane (20) (Fig. 1 and fig. S1). Both tasks involve a set of instructed delay periods with information revealed sequentially prior to a “go” cue. The basic center-out task consists of direct reaching movements in eight directions from five different starting locations. Since the hand is held at different locations and the target is unknown during delay 1, the preferred position gradient for each neuron can be determined without interference from the formation of a movement plan. In the second delay period the target is revealed; during this time neuronal preferred direction can be determined analogous to prior studies. The obstacle-avoidance task begins with the same delay sequence but with a single, central starting position. During a third delay period, an obstacle is revealed which may or may not require the monkey to make an indirect hand trajectory to reach the target successfully. In both tasks, after a random length final delay, the sphere representing the start position is extinguished, indicating that the reach can begin. Successful movements (those that acquire the target while avoiding the obstacle, if necessary) are rewarded following a target hold period. Two monkeys performed the reaching tasks while acute intracortical recordings were taken from contralateral PMd (20). A total of 723 single units were recorded (monkey G, 343; monkey H, 380).

Population vector (PV) analysis (17) was used to investigate the spatial and temporal aspects of the neuronal population representation of planned and executed movements. Position and velocity encoding of the hand are represented at the single neuron level within motor cortex (19). To evaluate contributions of these parameters in PMd, we calculated the preferred movement direction and position gradient of each neuron from delay-period activity in the center-out task. These tuning properties were then used to construct two PV decoders, one for position and another for velocity. The PV models were applied to the obstacle-avoidance data to decode time-resolved estimates of instantaneous firing rates during the planning and movement epochs (20). Taking advantage of the rotational symmetry of the task, we collapsed all trials (Fig. 1C and fig. S2) down to the 5 relative orientations of target and obstacle (Fig. 1, D and E), effectively increasing the repetitions of each movement. Figure 1E shows the neural prediction of hand path for each relative orientation, as decoded by the positional PV from movement-epoch activity. The neural population response preceded the actual hand movement by approximately 200 ms (Fig. 1, F and G). The velocity PV decoded from movement time activity yielded poor reconstructions (fig. S3) suggesting that PMd activity better represents hand position versus hand velocity during...
movement.

During the preparatory period, the velocity-based PV predicts the initial direction of movement required to escape the obstacle. The temporal evolution of the neural activity suggests that the two monkeys likely adopted different strategies on the task. Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the velocity-based PV for two trial conditions for each animal, as it changes over the course of the delay periods. The lengths and directions of the PV for all trial types are shown in Fig. 3. In monkey G, the length of the PV remained insignificant until the final delay period, and pointed in the direction of the upcoming hand movement soon after lengthening. The PV for monkey H, in contrast, achieved significant length and pointed toward the target during the second delay, when only the target was shown. When the obstacle was revealed, the vector changed to the new direction. In both monkeys, the velocity-based decoder (built from target-tuning properties in the center-out task) ultimately predicted the movement direction rather than the target direction, suggesting that directionally tuned planning activity during a simple reaching task primarily represents the planned initial hand direction rather than the final spatial goal of the reach.

We next asked whether, in a more complex situation, a representation of the target might also be present in PMd. The obstacle-avoidance task fully decorrelates the target and initial movement directions, allowing us to perform regression analyses of the two parameters independently. Individual neurons can significantly tune to both target and movement directions simultaneously (Fig. 4). This suggests that single cells in PMd participate in the population coding of a high-dimensional space which includes both the initial segment and ultimate goal of a movement. Some of the variance left unexplained by a particular tuning model can be accounted for by tuning to additional parameters, while some is truly noise (either intrinsic or due to sampling effects). Of the entire sample of recorded units, some tuned significantly to target direction, others to movement direction, some to both and some to neither. An insignificant proportion of units showed tuned before the relevant information was revealed, confirming that the directional parameters were successfully separated and were not anticipated by the monkey before the visual cues were given. Upon display of the target or obstacle, the directional information began to influence neural responses, with over 60% of all units tuning significantly to at least one parameter during the final delay. The diverse single neuron tuning properties in this study are reminiscent of the heterogeneity of neural responses reported previously in the spatial (21) and temporal (22) domains. It has been hypothesized that this heterogeneity allows the neural population to act as a basis set for encoding multiple movement parameters (3, 22). Our results support this view: the myriad ways that multiple spatial and temporal parameters are combined in the firing of single neurons leads to complex rate codes that can nonetheless be decoded in the context of the whole population. The combination of position, velocity and goal encoding is particularly relevant to computational models of reach planning that utilize current state and target information to generate desired movement vectors (23, 24).

The single neuron regression analyses suggest that target direction, in addition to initial movement direction, is present in the population code in PMd, at least in some circumstances. We tested this using PV models built from preferred target directions during the final delay of the obstacle-avoidance task, when the animals were aware of both the target and the necessary hand path (25). The results of this analysis confirm that by using a population model built from target tuning properties measured in the appropriate setting, target direction can be decoded independently of initial hand direction during the planning period (figs. S4 and S5). This target representation appeared in the population code only when indirect movements were being planned: during delay period 3 of trials where an obstacle-avoiding, curved trajectory was needed, the PV lengthened and pointed toward the target. In contrast, when the obstacle did not interfere with a direct movement to the target, the PV was significantly shorter (fig. S5). Target encoding was also absent during delay 2, before the obstacle was displayed. During that period, the velocity-based PV analysis indicated that monkey G was not yet planning a movement, and monkey H was preparing a direct reach (Figs. 2 and 3). As neither monkey was planning an indirect trajectory at that time, the lack of a significant target-PV response is expected. A third result consistent with these findings is that the velocity-based decoder - built by regressing against target direction in the center-out task - predicts initial movement direction, not target direction, when applied to indirect movements. This suggests that the goal representation was significantly weaker than the movement representation during the center-out task. In this framework, target encoding would be expected to be minimal during that task, since all movements are unimpeded during center-out reaching. The finding that ultimate goal direction is strongly represented in PMd for indirect relative to direct reaches suggests a potential role in shaping the reach beyond the initial segment of movement, similar to sequential reaching tasks (26, 27), but this hypothesis was not explicitly tested.

The population analyses reveal that the time course of preparatory neural activity in premotor cortex is subject to top-down modulation suggestive of distinct cognitive strategies. It appears that monkey G waited until all information was known before generating a movement plan, while monkey H planned to move directly to the target until the obstacle instructed him otherwise. In monkey H, the early planner, the direction decoding vector initially lengthened in the direction of the target. Once the obstacle was revealed, the population vector shortened and rotated to the required hand movement direction before lengthening again. In contrast, the PV from monkey G only achieved significant length during the final delay period, when the task was fully specified. As the vectors lengthened, they quickly stabilized in the direction of the initial movement required by the obstacle. This occurred sooner in monkey G than in monkey H (Fig. 3, C and D).

Although the monkeys were trained similarly and performed identical tasks, the behavioral (fig. S6) and neural lines of evidence indicate that the two animals utilized different approaches when planning obstacle-avoidance reaches. Why might one monkey have adopted a strategy requiring a change of plan? One explanation has to do with the task structure. On ¼ of the trials the obstacle did not impede a straight movement (0° trials), and on another ¼ of the trials the ‘go’ cue was given instead of an obstacle appearing (catch trials). Thus, ¼ of the time an initial movement plan would in fact be valid, and on half of those trials it would be useful immediately. We tested for behavioral correlates of planning by examining the angular deviation of the take-off angle (hand direction relative to target direction at movement initiation) on 0° trials, when both monkeys’ PVs were significant, versus catch trials, when only monkey H had a significant PV. For 0° trials, the difference in accuracy of the two monkeys was not statistically significant. On catch trials however, monkey H, had a substantial accuracy advantage (fig. S6C).

The work presented here makes a number of points about the role of PMd in the movement planning and execution process. First, information about multiple independent spatial parameters is often embedded in the firing rate of a single neuron (e.g., Fig. 4, A and B). The precise combination of parameters relevant to each cell is highly variable, leading to heterogeneity in the responses of individual neurons. Despite these spatially and temporally complex responses, a simple linear decoding scheme can meaningfully extract lower-dimensional information from the population as a whole. Second, the timing and strength of spatial information in the population code suggests that PMd activity is modulated both by task demands and by the particular planning strategy being used. The directional tuning observed in classic studies of center-out reaching is predictive of the initial hand movement direction, not the target direction, when those parameters are not separated. The time
course with which population activity resolved to a significant directional prediction was consistent with two distinct approaches to the task, in which a tradeoff between planning speed and reach accuracy could be seen. A target representation, distinct from the initial movement representation, was also seen in the neural population. The strength of this representation was reduced for direct relative to indirect reaches, which suggests that relevant information can be selectively encoded as it is needed for the task. Finally, using position tuning properties in a population decoder provided a high-fidelity prediction of the hand trajectory during movement, consistent with prior reports of position coding in premotor areas (28, 29). Although the velocity-based decoder strongly predicted the initial hand direction prior to movement initiation, it did not predict the hand velocity particularly well during execution of the movement. These findings contrast with population decoding in M1, which shows good prediction of velocity and relatively worse performance when estimating position (19).
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Fig. 1. Kinematics and neural decoding of hand trajectory (monkey G). (A) Single trial timeline for the obstacle-avoidance task. (B) Mean hand trajectories for the 40 unique center-target combinations in the center-out task. (C) Mean hand trajectories for the 40 unique target-obstacle combinations. For clarity the trajectories have been separated into panels according to orientation of the obstacle relative to the target direction. (D) The trajectories from (C), rotated such that the target direction is always straight up. (E) Neural prediction of hand path for the conditions in (D), decoded with the position-PV during the movement epoch. (F) $x$ and $y$ components of hand position (solid line) and neural prediction (dashed line) for the -135° condition [(D) and (E), left]. Scale bar: 200 ms. (G) Same as (F), for +135° condition [(D) and (E), right].
Fig. 2. Decoding delay-period neural activity with the velocity-based PV. 
(A and B) Monkey G, +/−135° trials. The PV remains insignificant until the
obstacle is shown. (C and D) Same as (A) and (B), for monkey H. The PV
initially reflects the target direction before switching to the initial hand
direction.

Fig. 3. Planning strategies seen in the velocity-based PV response. (A and B)
PV length for each monkey during delay 2 and 3 for the 5 relative orientations
of target and obstacle. Monkey H lengthens the PV immediately after
target onset while monkey G does not. (C and D) Angular difference between
PV and center-target vector. Lines are hidden where the length of the PV is
insignificant.
Fig. 4. A single neuron simultaneously tuning to target and obstacle directions during the delay period. (A) Spike rasters during delay periods 1-3 for a single neuron. Each row is a single trial, and the panel in which a row is located indicates the target direction for that trial. Inset: cosine fit to target direction during delay 3. This neuron prefers targets down and left. (B) The data shown in (A) have been reorganized according to the direction of the obstacle opening for each trial. Inset: cosine fit to obstacle direction during delay 3. The same neuron that prefers targets down and left [from (A)] prefers obstacle openings pointing up and to the right. Two independent directional parameters are encoded simultaneously via noisy cosine tuning. (C) Percentage of all recorded neurons significantly tuned ($P < 0.05$ for cosine fit) as a function of time. Tuning to each independent parameter occurs only after the information regarding that parameter is revealed to the monkeys.